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Abstract— he media sector is constantly evolving and, in
the last few years, such evolution has been driven by a number
of convergence paradigms, notably, that between broadband
and broadcast technologies with the introduction of IT and IP
technology. The present trend is to switch totally from a closed
niche that uses highly specialized equipment to off-the-shelf ITcentric solutions, offering easy configuration and remote
operation. The aim is to enable common computers to be
turned into highly capable media devices and act as connected
objects adopting an IoT-like paradigm. This vision, though, is
not implemented easily, given that most media industry
professionals do not yet feel comfortable operating in the IT
technology space and also due to the stringent requirements
that exist in this industry. The Joint Task Force on Networked
Media is defining specifications that aim at overcoming such
existing barriers. In this article we present a novel solution that
follows the guidelines delivered by this group to set up a
remotely operated media production facility, totally based on
IP and IT technology, constituting a step forward the
realization of the IoT concept in professional media
environments. The focus is on two complementary
components, namely, the GUI Agent and the MW Agent, which
are not covered by the defined specifications but that are
crucial to speed up the deployment of concrete solutions that
can be easily operated by non-IT and non-IP experts in a
transparent and ubiquitous way.
Keywords— audiovisual production, connected, transparent,
automated, middleware (MW), agents, NMOS, IoMMT

I. INTRODUCTION
The media sector is paramount for the development of
the economy at national and global levels, representing an
important enabler for job creation and competitiveness
increase and generally on society. In the last few years, three
key convergence vectors have been driving the sector
towards a new paradigm: broadband with broadcast;
creativity with technology; digital preservation with
interactivity and immersion.
The convergence between broadband and broadcasting
technologies changes the traditional way of producing media
content towards a more flexible one, based on IP technology.
Professional audio-visual production is now aiming at
service-based models and at the use of open and connected
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platforms that can support different types of workflows and
equipment, including off-the-shelf. This article describes the
results obtained within the context of the research and
innovation project CHIC (“Cooperative Holistic view on
Internet Content”) [1] towards fulfilling this aim. CHIC
combines the efforts of the media industry and academia in
Portugal to foster the use of IT and IP technology within the
media and creative industry landscape. A technological
architecture and corresponding workflow have been defined
to enable the setup of a remotely operated TV postproduction facility, totally based on IP protocols and IT, in
addition to professional cameras and microphones. The
developed framework makes it possible to ingest, switch and
distribute high-resolution audio-visual content in IP
environments, without the need for the producer to operate
locally the required equipment. The developed software and
middleware modules can be easily installed in common
computers connected to a communications network. They
allow to turn those off-the shelf devices into media
connected objects, enabling to set up a remotely operated ITbased media production facility, which can thus be seen as
adopting the Internet Of Multimedia Things (IoMMT)
concept. IoMMT 1 has emerged in the last few years as a
specialization of IoT for media-enabled devices [3], [4], [5].
However, the work that has been conducted under the
IoMMT umbrella, such as the one by the Motion Pictures
Expert Group of ISO/IEC (MPEG) [6], [7], has been driven
by the need to process and store large amounts of media data
produced by media devices in an IoT world [8]. Specific
needs as those experienced in media production
environments, notably, discovery and configuration of
available media equipment, operation in real-time, timeprecise control of cameras and switches, parameterization of
ingest equipment and encoders, routing of media flows, are
not contemplated by that work. Although not yet connoted
with the IoMMT stamp, the Advanced Media Workflow
Association (AMWA) [9] is conducting efforts in that
direction. AMWA is a worldwide open forum created within
the media industry with the goal of supporting the switch to
1

Actually, MPEG uses the term Internet of Media Things, IoMT. We have
opted to use IoMMT not to be confused with another emerging IoT related
concept, which is the Internet of Medical Things [2]

IP- and software-based architectures. For this purpose,
AMWA in collaboration with other media-related
organizations, has set up the working group designated as
Joint Task Force on Networked Media (JT-NM) [10] with the
mandate to developed specifications in the form of
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that would allow
software-based systems to find, connect and configure media
devices, enabling controlled transport of video and audio on
IP networks. Those specifications are known as the
Networked Media Open Specifications (NMOS) [11]. The
JT-NM group has defined a reference architecture (JT-NM
Reference Architecture [12]), which relies on NMOS. The
work of this group is still under development and does not
cover all of the necessary tasks to enable effectively live IPbased production in a TV studio.
The CHIC project established as a target to investigate
and experiment how to fill in the missing parts and deliver a
prof-of-concept. To accomplish such goal, the project
conducted work along three different axes.
•

Setting-up of a NMOS infrastructure, according to the
JT-NM Reference Architecture;

•

Development of a media producer exposing a
Graphical User Interface – the GUI Agent - to enable
a human content producer to manage media
equipment and build content production workflows
without having to physically access the media
equipment;

•

Definition and implementation of a middleware
(MW) controller to serve as an intermediary between
the media producer and all of the connected devices
in the JT-NM infrastructure enabling those devices to
be easily discovered and used to create media
production workflows – the MW Agent.

Whilst relying on the standardized JT-NM reference
architecture as the core infrastructure, an innovative solution
was thus obtained, supported by the GUI and the MW
Agents, serving as intermediaries between the human content
producer and the media processing objects connected to the
network. These two software systems thus constitute
innovative, custom-built components, assisting the
enforcement of the defined specifications in a transparent
manner to the media professional and enabling full use of IPbased technology and Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
equipment for live production of audiovisual material.
Together, they allow integrating easily equipment from
multiple vendors into a coherent system, to automatically
perform most of the required configurations and to assist the
deployment of media production scenarios.
This article provides an overview of the referred
emergent standards and details on the developed software
agents, demonstrating their adequacy towards overcoming
the targeted challenge of obtaining a functional IP-based
automated TV post-production facility adopting the JT-NM
guidelines. The work here described offers three major
contributions for the successful acceptance and deployment
of IP and COTS technology within high-quality media
production environments. Firstly, it constitutes the first
complete infrastructure that allows to proof-case the
feasibility of the proposed specifications and of generalized
technology instead of specialized equipment; secondly, it
enables the creation of cloud-based, virtualized production
studios, thus, without the need for equipment to be colocated as before, and with connections made through
common IP links provided by a telecommunications
operator; finally, it defines software agents that offer a very

friendly environment for the traditional broadcaster producer,
providing an abstraction layer and hiding all IT and IP
technical complexity. As a consequence of these
achievements, this work provides a firm step for the
democratization of high-quality audio-visual production,
opening new perspectives in many different application areas
other than professional TV and cinema production. It brings
concrete contributions for the deployment of a softwarebased paradigm and the IoMMT concept within the media
production landscape
II. BACKGROUND
During the last decade, there has been a clear loss of
relevance of audio-visual content disseminated linearly, as in
TV broadcasting. This is especially true among the younger
generations, appearing as increasingly important other
sources of content, be they deferred television, Internet
streaming, or video-on-demand [13]. This greater capacity
for choice, urged content providers to find new forms to
stand out in order to capture their market share. Likewise,
technologists and researchers started to investigate and
develop new approaches, methods and standards to allow
creating and disseminating multimedia content in diverse and
more efficient ways
A. Overview of recent evolution
One of the paths followed by content providers, was to
increase the quality of image and sound [14]. To produce
content of such high quality and making it available to the
viewer, changes had to be introduced within the TV
production studios and content value chain. The Serial
Digital Interface (SDI) standard, which was defined in the
1980s to interconnect production equipment with a capacity
to carry 270 Mbit/s [15], has thus evolved to offer larger
capacities [16]. Meanwhile, waiting for concrete industry
requirements, a 24 Gbit/s single link has already been
defined [17][18]. Contemporary, technological developments
in telecommunications and IT, with markets much larger than
that of television, have led Ethernet to go from 10Mbit/s to
100Gbit/s, aiming 400Gbit/s in the short term [19]. In light
of this situation, it became clear to the media industry that it
would be more sensible to adopt a global and horizontal
technology like Ethernet, rather than to try to evolve the SDI.
Likewise, to start using off-the-shelf equipment, like
“common” computers as opposed to dedicated hardware.
This trend towards IP-based and COTS, as opposed to
specialized developments, has been now largely accepted by
the world of television with a number of standards already
defined [20].
It is important to note that this “on going revolution” is
not centered on the use of IP networks for the distribution of
multimedia content. This practice is strongly established
nowadays. The focus here addressed is on the use of
software-based and COTS technology to replace dedicated
media production technology, which includes the use of IP
networks replacing the traditional SDI-based ones. Also, to
turn the different types of functional devices used in highquality media production, into connected devices that can be
easily located and controlled. Ultimately, the objective is to
form an Internet of Multimedia Things supporting the
requirements of full-IP, high-quality audiovisual production
and distribution scenarios. Further to the necessity of
discovering devices and learning automatically their
capabilities, such requirements include the availability of
large throughputs, the possibility of controlling devices in
real-time and achieving precise time-synchronization.
Grounded on this vision, the European Broadcasting

Union (EBU) [21], the Society of Motion Pictures and
Television Engineers (SMPTE) [22], the Video Services
Forum (VSF) [23] and AMWA [9] have created the JT-NM
[10], with the core objective of guiding the replacement of
SDI with IP-based equipment throughout the production
chain. Its purpose is to create broad guidelines, rather than to
produce specific standards. EBU [21] is an organization
addressing public service media, operating a large number of
television, radio and online channels, whilst also offering
consultancy services to public media operators. SMPTE [22]
is recognized worldwide as a leading organization for the
technical advancement in the motion picture, television and
digital media industries. VSF [23] operates at the
international level to promote interoperability and quality
evaluation of media networking technologies. The work
developed has been focusing on three fundamental
challenges, namely, time synchronization between devices;
efficient transport of high-quality media data; identification,
registration and discovery of devices. This last challenge can
be seen in reality, as the creation of a network of connected
objects.
For time synchronization, the SMPTE adopted the IEEE
1588-2008 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [24], creating a
specific profile [25]. To address efficient transport, the realtime transport protocol (RTP) [26] has been fully accepted,
even if specialized approaches have emerged [27][28]. For
the identification, registry and discovery of devices, the most
significant work is that of the JT-NM group [10], in
particular NMOS [11].
Regardless the many on going efforts, there are still
architectural barriers to overcome and new technical and
operational methods to be unveiled. In particular, the NMOS
guidelines are yet to be finalized, which leads to great
uncertainty on how to effectively use them. Given that the
concept is that of radical change, no complete production
chain has yet been shown to demonstrate the feasibility of
such an approach. The system developed in the CHIC project
[1] allows unlocking these emerging opportunities whilst
providing proof of concept for their use under conditions
identical to those found in real operating situations. It
allowed identifying challenges not previously explored, to
develop ways to overcome them and to prove the effective
use of these new approaches.
B. NMOS
Given that the developed solution is based on the NMOS
specifications, a brief description is here provided on the
main concepts behind them.
The NMOS suite of specifications appeared as an effort
of AMWA to complement the transport layer functionality
provided by SMPTE ST2110 [29], with control and
management serviceability for audio-visual IP-based
production facilities. Some of the core concepts devised in
the
NMOS
model
are
the
Nodes,
Devices,
Senders/Receivers, Flows and Sources. These concepts are
the Resources of the networked facility. Any resource is
uniquely identified through a well-defined scheme. A Node
is a host for one or more devices, which in turn may have
one or more Senders/Receivers. A Device is a logical block
offering specific functionality. Senders and Receivers
represent the logical outputs and inputs of each Device. A
Flow exists when there is the exchange of time-related data
between Senders and Receivers. A Source is the origin of the
Flow.
Figure 1 illustrates this model for the case of audio-visual
acquisition and reproduction equipment.

Figure 1 - Concepts in the NMOS model

The NMOS specifications directly involved in
manipulating production equipment in an IP facility are the
IS-04 “Discovery & Registration” and IS-05 “Device
Connection Management”. The former defines a registry
service and the means for Resources to be found in a
networked environment. The latter deals with the means to
communicate with nodes in the network. Thus, in addition to
the NMOS data model, it is important to highlight the set of
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that have been
defined in those specifications. These are the Registration,
Query and Node APIs, used by clients/nodes to establish and
confirm their presence within a subnet, query devices for
existing resources and announce available services to the
network.
III. DEVISED INFRASTRUCTURE
To deploy an operational infrastructure it was necessary
to contemplate not only the setting up of a base standardized
infrastructure, adopting the JT-NM reference architecture,
but also to define and develop custom software agents (GUI
Agent and MW Agent). A significant number of
requirements were identified in line with the functionality
that is usually found in mixed SDI-IP production facilities.
Table 1 provides a summary of the user requirements that
were considered to be more critical from an architectural
viewpoint. Based on those requirements, the system
architecture was designed. A simplified illustration of our
cloud-based conceptual system is provided in Figure 2.
The main components from a functional viewpoint
include the registry and discovery service, the time
synchronization framework, the media producer and its GUI
Agent, the MW Agent and all of the NMOS media nodes.
In the remainder of this section we describe the
technological options and consequent developments, that
were made to set up the core infrastructure, notably with
regards to obtaining a searchable network of connected and
time-synchronized devices (registry and discovery service
and time synchronization framework). We then explain in
more depth the custom software components of our solution
(the GUI and the MW Agents).

Figure 2 - Functional model of the developed system

TABLE I - INSTRUMENTAL USER REQUIREMENTS

Requirement: “As a producer, I want to be able to …”
connect a new resource to the network and have it immediately
available
find out what are the resources in the network
find out the characteristics of the resources available on the
network
select and book single resources
establish connections between resources (e.g., redirect a source to a
sink)
switch synchronously between different media input streams
design media production workflows using resources available on
the network
deploy media production workflows in real-time

The main components from a functional viewpoint
include the registry and discovery service, the time
synchronization framework, the media producer and its GUI
Agent, the MW Agent and all of the NMOS media nodes.
In the remainder of this section we describe the
technological options and consequent developments, that
were made to set up the core infrastructure, notably with
regards to obtaining a searchable network of connected and
time-synchronized devices (registry and discovery service
and time synchronization framework). We then explain in
more depth the custom software components of our solution
(the GUI and the MW Agents).
A. Registry and Discovery
One of the major objectives of our work was to deliver
the means for easy configuration and installation of new
devices into an existing network. While traditional
networking setups typically require specific host information
such as DNS servers, new solutions have simplified this
procedure on local area networks. One such solution is the
Zero-configuration networking [24] (known as Zeroconf or
mDNS). When running mDNS, devices send multicast
packets with discovery information such as hostname and IP
address. Every device is able to listen to announcements and
respond to other devices. The major advantage of mDNS
relies on the easiness of installation and use, providing a
“Plug and Play” solution without any complicated
configuration of DNS servers and IP addresses. By
introducing this approach, the proposed solution follows the
guidelines established by NMOS, whereby clients use the
Registration, Query and Node APIs to establish and confirm
their presence within a subnet, query devices for existing
resources and announce available services.
B. Time Synchronization
Synchronization of real-time clocks across different
network nodes is accomplished by using PTP [18], as
recommended by SMPTE for media production facilities
[19]. The solution relies on the availability of a PTP network
time-server (the PTP Grandmaster) and clients to this server
(the PTP slaves) installed on every network node. The
Grandmaster provides a reference time within a given PTP
domain, which is used by the network nodes to synchronize

their own internal clocks. The protocol defines several
messages that are used between Master and Slaves for
conducting this synchronization process. Our solution uses
the open source daemon PTPd [25] turning all NMOS nodes
into also PTP slaves, thus becoming time synchronized and
consequently enabling real-time media switching.
C. Media Producer – GUI Agent
The use of the Zeroconf/mDNS software enables to
overcome the challenge of deploying service announcement
and discovery tasks, which would represent a significant
burden to nodes. However, in a real-world scenario, it is still
necessary to couple such functionality with existing
production equipment and to implement typical media
production operations such as editing and switching. This is
achieved via a dedicated component defined in the project,
the media producer with its intuitive Graphical User
Interface, designated as the GUI Agent. This component is
assisted in this role by another dedicated component, the
Middleware Agent (MW Agent). Together they offer
dynamic monitoring and configuration functionality,
automatically detecting new device announcements on the
local network, interpreting their available services and
making them accessible to a producer on a GUI. Using
intuitive icons provided by the GUI Agent, a media producer
has thus access to available services in real-time, without any
further network configuration or specific setups. The GUI
Agent is concerned with the operations that are commonly
performed by a human content producer, which lie on the
creative space rather than on the technological one. It offers
the means to graphically define IP-based media production
workflows using the available resources. The MW Agent is
there to make sure that it is possible to conduct the same
operations for creating content regardless of the specificities
of the equipment that is actually manipulating the involved
media assets.
When creating professional media workflows, it is
crucial to have access to real-time and updated information
on the connected media devices. To ensure efficiency in this
process, the GUI Agent, which is a client of the MW Agent,
receives this information using HTTP Server-Sent Events.
This can be seen as a form of implementing a publishsubscribe model, where the client (the GUI Agent) opens a
communication channel to the server (the MW Agent)
concerning a specific topic, and the server notifies it
whenever it has new information. The client may opt to close
this communication channel at any time. This is an efficient
way of enabling one or more clients requesting asynchronous
data from a server, especially when it is crucial for them to
have access to the latest data updates. In the concrete case of
a virtual media production studio, when the content producer
is planning the workflow, he/she may request and receive
information about the availability of different connected
media devices useful for building media workflows. So,
he/she selects the necessary ones and establishes connections
between them, thus designing the desired production
workflow. Then, when the time comes to actually start the
production and bring the devised media production to life,
he/she needs to be sure that the previously selected
equipment is still available.
The GUI Agent was developed using Node-RED [26],
which is a visual programming tool, especially conceived for
IoT environments. Node Red is very well suited to display
on a canvas, hardware devices connected to a network, and
to establish connections between them, by drawing lines
between them. This translates very well the concept of
creating media production workflows using connected media

devices. The networked media equipment is seen as
connected objects, which are shown to the user as boxes with
specific attributes. Adopting a drag-and-drop approach, the
GUI Agent allows a content producer to select and drag onto
the screen such boxes and interconnect them to form a
production workflow. Figure 3 provides an example of a
simple workflow designed in the GUI Agent, consisting on
receiving two different media sources and switching them
onto an output, using dedicated video and audio switchers. It
is possible to see that the GUI Agent screen is divided into
three areas. On the left, the types of media objects that exist
on the network are presented to the user. These can be

dragged and dropped onto the central part, the canvas, where
the user can establish connections between different dragged
objects to create media production workflows. On the right,
detailed information is provided on the object that is
currently selected on the canvas. Once the workflow is
created, with the indication of involved devices; media
sources and sinks; media formats; IP addresses and transport
protocols, all of this information is stored in JSON files,
providing easy means to share them with other producers or
to be re-used at a later point in time. Table II presents an
excerpt of the JSON file associated to the media production
workflow illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3 - Designing a simple workflow with the GUI Agent
TABLE II - EXCERPT OF A PRODUCTION WORKFLOW RECEIPT
{
"nodes":
{
"type":"file-distributer",
"inputs":0,"outputs":2,
"audio_service":{
"ip":"224.9.2.11",
"port":"25211"
},
"video_service":{
"ip":"224.9.2.10",
"port":"25210"
}
},
{
"type":"input-distributer",
"inputs":0,"outputs":2,
"audio_service":{
"ip":"224.9.2.21",
"port":"25221"
},
"video_service":{
"ip":"224.9.2.20",
"port":"25220"
}
},
{
"type":"output-distributer",
"inputs":1,"outputs":0,
"audio_service":{
“service_id":"936816…1aa"
},
"video_service":{
“service_id":"644101…ab0"
},
},

{
"type":"video-switcher",
"inputs":2,"outputs":1,
"video_sender":{
"ip":"224.9.2.30",
"port":"25230"
},
"video_receivers":{
“service_id":"3387…768"
}
},
{
"type":"audio-switcher",
"inputs":2, "outputs":1,
"audio_sender":{
"ip":"224.9.2.40",
"port":"25240"
},
"audio_receivers":{
“service_id":"75b6a…131"
},
}
"links":
{
source":{
“type":"file-distributer",
“file_path":"\\\\10.20.130.2\\de
ploy\\Eurovision_Song_Contes
t_2019_1080p25_256AAC48.0
KHz.ts"
…

D. Middleware Agent
In addition to detect nodes in the network, it is necessary
to contact each detected device to obtain its specific
characteristics and consequently use the services it offers in a
production workflow. This is the role of the MW Agent,
which has thus been conceived to provide a layer of
abstraction between the user application and the actual
devices on the network, acting as an information broker. It
enables the GUI Agent to be agnostic to network node
specifications.
When media nodes are connected to the network, they
generate messages with information about their capabilities,
configurations and status. On the other hand, they also need
to receive messages to (re) configure their parameters and to
perform some action. For example, in a media production
environment, it may be necessary to provide encoding
parameters to an ingest device; to indicate from which IP and
port numbers a switch will receive its inputs; to which IP and
port numbers it should deliver the output; the instant at
which it should commute between two given sources; the
transport protocol that is to be used for transferring the media
flows between devices; etc.. In IoT environments, it is the
IoT broker that performs the exchange of messages between
devices and clients. The MW Agent is therefore the broker of
the developed platform. To perform such a mediator role, the
MW Agent implements on the user side, the API as defined
by the GUI Agent and, on the network side, the APIs as
defined in NMOS and implemented by the media nodes. It
receives HTTP requests from the GUI Agent on behalf of the
user (the content producer) in the form of JSON files,
consequently interacting with media nodes on the network
and sending back the most updated desired information.

Figure 4 presents a high-level component diagram of the
MW Agent, providing an overview of the main functionality
implemented by this subsystem. Figure 5 illustrates the use
case model of this component, thus offering some more
details on the value it delivers to its users and operations it
performs.

Figure 5 - Use case model of the MW Agent

IV. DEPLOYED FRAMEWORK
Figure 4 - The MW Agent functional architecture

The MW Agent implements its functionality resorting as
much as possible to the existing AMWA NMOS APIs.
However, during our work, we have identified necessary
functionality that was not covered by them, given that those
specifications are still on a development stage. For example,
they do not offer the means to send data to media nodes. This
is of utmost importance for securing the use of nodes when
designing a media production workflow and to actually
deploy such production workflow. In those cases, the
project devised new forms, adopting as much as possible the
same principles and approach, so they can be proposed as
additions to the existing APIs.
Further to the identified functional requirements,
translated into use cases as presented in figure 5, operational
requirements were also defined for the MW Agent. Some of
them regarded efficiency on the use of resources and
availability of updated and trustworthy information
concerning the media objects active on the network. Such
operational requirements led to a solution where the MW
Agent, rather than continuously scanning the network for
locating new devices and continuously contacting the
detected media nodes to learn about their status and
capability, always waits to receive a concrete request from
the GUI Agent, after which it pushes related data updates.
The ultimate goal of the developed platform is to deploy
the production workflow defined in a graphical manner
through the GUI Agent. When the MW Agent receives such
instructions from the GUI Agent, it issues commands to the
involved media nodes in order to orchestrate and trigger the
necessary processes in each one of them, thus making the
conceptualized data flow come to life. In addition to standard
IP configurations, the production workflow needs additional
ones, namely to enable changing on the fly the media asset to
be played or, during the lifecycle of the flow, changing the
selected input of a video switcher. This type of functionality
is not defined in NMOS as mentioned previously. In our
work we have devised a solution based on the use of the
Service Description Protocol files and PHP code running on
the nodes. SDP files with the desired configuration
parameters are sent by the MW Agent to the selected Media
Nodes, extracted locally and used to enforce the defined
configurations.

To overcome the limitations imposed by the use of SDI
and dedicated hardware in a media production facility whilst
proving the feasibility of replacing those with IP and COTS,
the project defined a demonstration scenario and accordingly
built an experimental platform incorporating the
developments previously described. The scenario in view
should be able to implement simple yet demanding
operations typical of a post-production TV studio.
Simultaneously, it should be interoperable with existing SDI
facilities and ensure the interconnection of cameras and
microphones with the IP network. Also, it should enable the
creation of a new paradigm privileging alternative media
content sources (e.g. delayed transmission, streaming, video
on demand) with high image and sound quality.
Accordingly, it was decided to implement a scenario where
video and audio switchers based entirely on COTS would be
fed with live and stored SDI based material, allowing
common operations regarding the production of live
programs, such as inter-camera switching. SDI to IP and IP
to SDI conversion systems were also defined to enable the
integration of the IP studio with a traditional broadcast
environment. The platform was deployed using the
previously
described
software
and
middleware
developments adopting the JT-NM guidelines, leading to the
implementation of different types of NMOS Nodes:
inputDistributor;
fileDistributor;
videoSwitcher;
audioSwitcher; and outputDistributor in addition to the
platform broker, the MW Agent, and the content producer,
the GUI Agent. These nodes were deployed in COTS
equipment, namely Windows based computers and
Raspberry Pi devices. Figure 6 presents such deployed
infrastructure.
V. APPLICATION AREAS
Despite being grounded on specifications that are
emerging within the TV industry, the developed platform is
not confined to the traditional high-end media production
environment. Indeed, it has a large potential to positively
impact many sectors of the economy and the society at large.
It is well known that multimedia has become ubiquitous in
almost all of our daily actions, be they conducted at the
professional level, personally, or within the context of social
interactions. Consumer electronics with the capability to
acquire high-quality media data are widely disseminated
with costs within the reach of many people. Yet, the
technology to enable manipulating and processing such
assets is far less a commodity, being often specialized and

expensive. Accordingly, the possibility of using and sharing
software and COTS equipment to perform diverse types of
operations on the acquired media, complying with
professional standards, may bring benefits in many areas.
Examples include security and video surveillance; virtual
tourism and cultural heritage; health; user-contributed news;
remote collaborative working environments; education; etc.

Figure 7 - E-Learning application scenario

VI. CONCLUSION

Figure 6 - The deployed platform

As referred above, one of the application areas that may
benefit from the described outcomes is E-Learning. Even
though E-Learning has appeared many years ago [27], [28],
the present situation of the COVID-19 pandemic has put the
attention of most of the instructors worldwide into it and on
available tools [28]. It is unquestionable that there are great
authoring tools out there, both as commercial products, such
as Adobe Captivate or Lectora, and as free or open source
tools, such as Adapt or H5P. They all focus on creating
online courses based on slides’ presentations, enabling to add
video and audio among much other functionality. However,
neither has been designed to be used with multiple highquality video feeds.
The use of COTS and IP networks brings this possibility
closer to a larger number of users. The developed platform
can be used to easily create online courses with more than
one instructor/teacher participating in real-time and
combining other sources of video, either from live feeds or
archived material. Media workflows that ingest and switch
those diverse video feeds can be created in a simple and
intuitive way. Furthermore, equipment need not be colocated, which potentiates remote collaborations between
universities but also with prominent speakers from the
industry. The resulting switched video stream can then be
appropriately formatted for distribution or storage. Figure 7
illustrates such application.

A high-quality media production studio encompasses a
number of diversified equipment, with different scopes,
namely, media acquisition, switching, transcoding and
distribution. It would greatly benefit from the possibility of
having the equipment placed in different locations,
increasing re-usability, speed and flexibility. Our proposed
framework has proved the feasibility of an all-IT and all-IP
high-quality media production facility, by enabling to
remotely define and deploy media production workflows.
Instrumental to this achievement are the two custom agents
that were developed, enforcing the complex emerging
standards whilst offering a friendly environment for the
human operator. The results achieved provide an important
contribution for the definition and implementation of the
IoMMT concept within media production environments,
notably through the definition of the two agents. Other key
advantages obtained, are the fact that equipment does not
need to be co-located as before in SDI-based environments.
Cameras may be distant from the production system, and the
connection between these can be made through common IP
links. Furthermore, the adoption of COTS coupled with IP
brings additional advantages, notably, that of significantly
decreasing production costs. All of these great features favor
the use of the platform in many distinct areas of application,
with considerably smaller budgets than professional media
production.
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